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Introduetion

•
Reeent eomparative fishing experiments have demonstrated that an electric

stimulus can be used as an aid to cepture (Boonstra i 1>75; Stel1art, 1975 a
and b). These experiments \Tere based on earlier investigations of the
reactions of several marine speeies to eleetrical stimulation (Boonstra 2nd
de Groot, 1/70; Stewart, 1~73 and 1976). nle fishing experiments were
eonducted by ?ttaching electrodes to beam trawls so that the zone ahead of
the groundrope was electrified. Fish encountering an eleetrified ge~x ~üll

reaet to the gear itself and to the electrieal stimulus. To examine the
reRction of fish to these interacting stimuli the experiment described in
this paper ...ras carried out.

Direct observation of fishing gear has provided detailed information on
the herding effects of the various components (He~~ings, 1973). It is
clearly hazardous hm1ever, for divers to m~ce direct observations on an
electrified gear in conditions of limited visibility. To overcome t is
roblem a tOl'1ed manned sIedge, supporting two 3m beam tra"üs, l'1aS used to

provide divers with a safe pletform from which to m~ce observations. One
model be?m trawl was rigged with an electric tickler system and the other
~~th a chain tickler to investigate the reactions of flatfish to an
electrified ge2r end a conventionally rigged gear. Flatfish ree.ctions to
eleetrical stimulation were investigated ~rior to this e::~periment using the
same electrode array (Stewart 1976). Intermittent bursts of DC pulses were
found to be effective in inducin~ fish to leave the sea bed, the most
efficient burst frequency being 20Hz. This form of stimulus was used in
the model trmüing experiment.

ADD-r2tus and ~~erirnental Procedure

Figure 1 is a ~chema.t:i:c diagram of the experimental equipment shmving
the sIedge, pulse cenerating equipment, electrodes and. beam trawls. ~le

equipment~e)::eludingthe nets, is describcd in e-etail else\<lhere (Ste1'1art and.
Cameron 1>74). The trawls were rigged on each side of the sIedge. The
spars with headlines attached were kept 25cm off the ottom by wheels at
their outer ends. ~1e 1iidth of each net at the spar .. as 3m, and the mesh
size of the nets and cod-ends was 4Omm. n,e footropes were 5.4m long with
120g lead weights at 0.5m intervals. The st.rboard side had eleetric
ticklers and the port side a 1em chain tie::ler. The electrical stimulus
"las 1 second long bursts o~ 4 ms lon~ DC pulses at 2CHz lvith 1 seeond
int erv2.ls betv1een bursts, and either 50 V or 80 V bet\1een the electrodes •
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The experimental hauls were made in the southern Noray Firth in an area
where the bottom is mainly sand, rath scattered strips of small stones and
weed a~~ the depth ranges between 8 and 12 m. The towing speed was 0.6 to
0.8 ms ". Four tOrfS, each of about 60 minutes duration, we.re carried out.
The observations made during these tows were consistent and demonstrated the
principal forms of fish behaviour occurring under these conditions.

Results

..

~1e fish observed were mainly plaice Pleuronectes olatessa and tue comnon
dab Limanda limanda. On the port side, fish did not move from their positions
on the bottom until theJ were about to be touched by the chain. They were then
herded in front of the chairi and, after beiTIß herded for a few minutes, some- ~
times accelerated ahead of the gear and escaped to port. At the low tOving
speed large fish managed this easily. Other fish, presu:nably when tiring,
turned and swam bac~c over the chain and footrope into the net. The chain
churned up the bottom and generated a small mud cloud which completeXy obscured
the footrope. No fish were seen to enter this mud cloud from above~ but some small
flat fish were overrun by the chain.

On the starboard, electrified side the fish were forced ~ff"the bottom by
the electrical stimulus and-then herded by the footrope. The zone in which
they attempted to sldm, however, 1>as rendered inhospitable by the electric fiele
The fish reacted in three ways: by swimming ra?idly from side to side of the
net, as far above the electrodes as possible, for up to 30 seconds, then droppinz
back into the netj by dropping back into the net immediatelYj or by escaping
under the footrope. Only small and medium sized fish vras seen to escape
under the footrope and no fish \ as seen to eSC'3.pe from the front of the net
after being overteken by the electrodes. One tow was conducted with the
electrode voltage increased to 80 V which made the"zone ahead of the footrope
even more inhospitable and the fish appeared to turn back into the net more
readily.

The fish caught were cl~ssified into three size groups, 0 to 140m as
small, 15 to 240m as medium and 250m and over as large. The loss of fish
under the footrope reduoed the catch by the electrified side and more fish were
caught in the non-electrified side. In three reoorded hauls the total catch in
the electrified side was 6 large, 22 medium and 8 small fish, and the total
catch in the non-electrified side was 8 large, 20 mediwn and 10 small fish.
Most small fish enterinG the nets ,escaped through the meshes. The net with
the chain tickler contained a considerable quantity of stones, ~eed and other •
benthic material, whereas the net \ith the electrodes contained very little de s.

Discussion

The observations made by the divers revealed sources of inefficiency in
both the electrified and non-eledrified hets.. On the electrified side the
esca?e of fish under the footrope appears to be a major defect of a gear with
a light weight ttickler t system. To overcome this defioiency more heevily
w ighted footrope, or a light chain rigged in front of the footrope to obscure
it with a mud cloud, is required. On the non-electrified side, at the 101

towing speed, fish escaped from the front of the net. No fish 'was seen to
escape from the front of the electrified ge2r arid if losses under the footrope
could be prevented electrio ttic~lers' could have considerable potential as an
aid to capture. The small aoount of debris produced by electric ticklers is
an advantage, out this will be cancelled, at le~st partially, by any increese
in the weight of the footrope.
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